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Antranig & Alice Karjian: In living tribute to the Hairenik Media
Center

The Hairenik Association is proud to share that the future Hairenik Media Center will bear the names of
Antranig & Alice Karjian, first-generation Armenians born to Genocide survivors & pillars of their families &

their community.

 

TOP STORY | THE HOMELAND

Artsakh politicians condemn "catastrophic position" of Armenian
government

The Weekly's Lillian Avedian reports.

 

OPINION

– Biden's recognition of the Armenian Genocide ended the US' denial of it by Jennifer M. Dixon

 

ANCA NEWS

 

VOICES | IN SIGHT

Who speaks for the people of Artsakh?
Stepan Piligian has devoted this week's column to the aforementioned question & the conflicts of interest that

exist in the current environment. The future of our people is at stake.

 

DIASPORA | IN MEMORIAM

Memorial service at Carnegie Hall honors the transformational life
of Vartan Gregorian

Carnegie Hall felt intimate as thousands gathered to collectively laugh, cry & remember the life of Vartan
Gregorian. The Weekly's Lillian Avedian shares poignant moments from the emotional afternoon.

 

YOUTH

The AYF in the Weekly
– AYF Central Language Council urges Armenian families to choose Armenian school 
– AYF NJ "Arsen" Chapter hosts Armenian flag raising ceremony by Nairi Diratsouian

– AYF NY "Hyortik" Chapter, St. Sarkis Salt and Light gather for Easter Eve 

 

FAMILY HISTORY

Brothers from Bitlis: How the bond of genocide made William
Saroyan part of my family

Grainy black & white images are some of the only tangible memories that remain of a deep friendship between
two famous writers & sons of Bitlis—William Saroyan & Aramashot Papayan. Four generations later, Papayan's

great-granddaughter Jane Partizpanyan writes their story in her first article for the Weekly.
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